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333
I’m only half evil

667
Evil and then some.

AMBIVALENT?
Well, yes and no.

Authentic Redhead
-Keep out of direct sunlight- 

BACK
by popular demand.

Because I said so is a perfectly good reason.

Believe it or not, I’m the normal one in my family.

Born to Annoy!

Can I Get Caller ID For the Voices In My Head?

Careful, or you’ll end up in my novel

Come with me.
I know a way out.

All About Me.
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Crazy doesn’t even begin to cover it.

Don’t interrupt me
 while I’m talking to myself.

Don’t rush me,
I get paid by the hour

Driven by my fanatasies

Everyday
at this time I

FREAK OUT

Everything I say is fully substantiated by my own 
opinion.

frequent couch potato

Have YOU seen my car keys?

Having abandoned my search for truth I am now 
searching for another good fantasy.

Hey, I’m lucky by socks match.

HERE I AM 
now what are your other two wishes?

 

All About Me.
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I am a professional. Please do not try this at home.

I can only make one person happy each day.
Today is not your day.

Tomorrow doesn’t look good either.

I am always on My mind

I can only make one person happy each day.
I pick ME.

I cannot comment during an ongoing investigation.

I didn’t do it!
(I thought about it though)

I do all the dirty work

I Don’t Suffer From Insanity.
I Enjoy Every Minute Of It

I don’t tan.
I rust.

I don’t want to set the world on fire...
so I stay out of the kitchen

All About Me.
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I have nothing to say.
Any questions?

I know right from wrong but choose to ignore it

I love mankind, it’s people I can’t stand.

I ♥ Mondays!
Hey, the medication is working!

I ♥ Exercise
I can sit and watch it for hours

I like to play games

I live a moral, ethical life.
(It’s pretty boring!)

I LOVE MY WORK...
That’s why I’m saving so much of it for tomorrow

I love your smiling face.
I can see myself in your teeth.

I make up my own dance moves

I majored in Video Game Theory

All About Me.
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I may not be right, but I can sure sound like it.

I Smile Because I have No Idea What’s Going On

I think, therefore I get a headache.

I thought I was wrong once but I was mistaken.

I was normal once.
I didn’t like it!

I wonder how much I can get away with
(and still go to heaven?)

If I’m Talking
You Should Be Taking Notes

I’ll can never die...
Heaven doesn’t want me,

and hell is afraid I’ll take over

I’m a dreamer.
 which is why I sleep at work.

I’m a Master of Productive Procrastination.

I’m a wild and crazy guy...
well, at least crazy

All About Me.
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I’m an evening person in a morning world.

I’m confused
wait...

maybe I’m not

I’m contagious
But thanks for asking

I’m in no shape to work out

I’m just one big freaking ray of sunshine, aren’t I?

I’m living proof that competence is overrated

I’m lost - But I’m making good time.

I’m not Always late
sometimes I just don’t show up

I’m not indifferent. I just don’t care.

I’m not Speeding
I’m Qualifying.

I’m not tense.
Just terribly, terribly alert.

All About Me.
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I’m not trying to be difficult.
It just comes naturally.

I’m not weird, I’m a limited edition.

I’m only wearing black until they make something darker.

I’m out of bed and dressed, what more do you want?

I’m planning to be more spontaneous in the future.

I’m so far behind, I though I was first...

I’m the CRAZY AUNT everyone warned you about

I’m Wonderful
Just ask my Mother.

I’ve been faking it for years

I’ve stopped listening-
why haven’t you stopped talking

Laugh at your troubles!
Everyone else does!

Life is a Circus.
and I’m stuck in the freak tent.

All About Me.
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All About Me.

Maybe
Perhaps
Possibly

(I’m really not sure)

My Anger Management Class
makes me mad

My day isn’t done until I’ve horrified a complete stranger.

my life is an endless battle against maturity

Narcissim - 
One of My Many
Good Qualities.

Not now.
I’m working the room.

OBNOXIOUSNESS
My specialty

Of course I’m in Great Shape - I play Rock, Paper, Scissors.

Official Stuntman

Please don’t clean up my mess.
You’ll confuse me and screw up my world.
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Please don’t interrupt me when I’m talking to myself

Pretending I’m a pleasant person all day is exhausting!

Sanity is back-ordered
Sarcasm is in unlimited supply

Save Time...  See it my way.

slacker than thou

Smiling on the outside - 
Berserk on the inside

Some people say I have a bad attitude. 
I say screw them!

Sometimes I sits and thnks, and somtimes I just sits.

The villagers are coming with torches and pitchforks.
Please hide me.

Trust me. I do this all the time.

All About Me.
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All About Me.
Warning...

All stressed out and haven’t choked anybody yet today.

Warning...
don’t touch my toolbox

Well, on the planet that I come from...

Who says I’m not a good sport - - 
Those Losers?

With a body like this who needs hair!

Yes, it IS always about me.

Yea, though I walk through the valley of death
I will fear no evil, 

For I am the meanest
S.O.B. in the valley.

You can “Quote” me on that

Who says nothing is impossible!
I’ve been doing nothing for years.
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A credit to
my species.

A simple “Your Grace” will suffice

A team effort is alot of people doing what I say.

Always Being 
Right Is An 
Awesome 

Responsibility.

a 
BIG MOUTH
is a sign of a 
BIG BRAIN

A team effort is a lot of people doing what I say.

Believe it or not, I’m the normal one in my family.

 Chances Are... I’m Right.

Exactly Where I Want To Be.

Everything I say is
fully substaniated by 

my own opinion.

All About Me. (I’m better)
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HERE I AM
now what are your other two wishes?

How the heck did I get this sexy?

I don’t have an ATTITUDE. 
I have a PERSONALITY you can’t handle!

I don’t know it all.
But I do know most of it.

I hate the fact that people don’t salute me.

I know... I’m hard to resist

I may not be right, but I can sure sound like it.

I Never Make Mistakes.
I Thought I Did Once.
But I Was Mistaken.

If I can’t fix it
it must not be broken

If I’m Talking
You should be taking notes

I’m multi-talented:
I can talk and irritate you at the same time

All About Me. (I’m better)
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I’m not Anti-Social
I’m just not user friendly

I’m not bossy,
I just know what you should be doing.

I’m not cocky, I’m confident

I’m not easy
but I’m sure worth it. 

I’m not lost!
I’m just location challenged

I’m not perfect, 
but I’m pretty darn close.

I’m Tall. You’re Not...
Nah, Nah, Nah, Nah, Nah!

I’m the one your mama warned you about.

I’m tall you’re not... NAH, NAH, NAH, NAH, NAH

I’m the reason Santa has a naughty list

Intellect is my concealed weapon

All About Me. (I’m better)
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It’s lonely being right all the time

It’s very simple.
I’m right.

You’re wrong

I tried to get over myself,
but I’m just Too Awsome!

Jenius.

Jesus Loves You
- But I’m His Favorite - 

Life is a Circus, and I’m Stuck In the Freak Tent.

May god grant you the serenity to accept us.
Mom likes Me best.

My beauty is exceeded
only by my charm.

My mother says I’m perfect.
Mothers are always right.

National Sarcasm Society.
Like we need your support.

All About Me. (I’m better)
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 Not Perfect
But So Close It Scares Me

Of course I’m talking to myself,
I always try to talk to 

the wisest person present.

One Miracle for Sainthood

Please don’t stare. Jealousy is so unattractive.

Please take a moment to appreciate
my vast knowledge & experience.

Prepare to bow 
before my invincible

 irony & sarcasm.

Sarcasm,
Just one more 
service I offer.

Some day’s it’s hard just to keep up with the losers.

still young enough
to know everything

All About Me. (I’m better)
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All About Me. (I’m better)

Tact is for People 
Who Aren’t smart enough to be Sarcastic

The queen is not amused

Things you say are called “opinions”.
Things I say are called “facts”.

To save time.
Let’s just assume 

I know everything.

To save time.
Let’s just assume 
I’m never wrong!

What’s not to love?

What’s wrong with always being right?

You probably don’t recognize 
me without my cape.

You don’t have to agree with me. But I’m still right.
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4 out of the 5 voices in my
head say I’m not crazy!

Caution
Weird load

Chaos
It’s not just a theory,

it’s my life.

Dain Bramaged

Danger:
Mouth operates faster than brain

Don’t Annoy the Crazy Person

Don’t disturb my Daydreaming.
It’s all that I have

Don’t tell me to Relax. Stress is the glue that holds me 
together.

Even if the voices in my head aren’t real...
They have some great ideas!

Funny, I don’t remember being
absent minded.

All About Me (I’m worse)
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Half a bubble off

half baked

Have you seen my marbles?

heavily medicated for your safety

I am no longer a 
danger to society.

I am not in denial

I am not
infantile

you stinkybutt
poophead.

I am not obsessive
I am not OBSESSIVE

I AM NOT OBSESSIVE

I am NOT totally useless
I could be used as a BAD example

I can’t change yesterday 
But i can sure screw up today 

I did the math and i’m still confused

All About Me (I’m worse)
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I Did NOT Escape... They gave me a Day Pass.

I don’t skinny dip,
I chunky dunk

I don’t suffer from insanity
I enjoy every minute of it.

I have kleptomania, but when it gets bad, I take something for 
it.

I Have Issues.

I haven’t lost my mind, I’ve temporarily misplaced it.

I just haven’t been the same since
that house fell on my sister.

I know I came 
in this room
for a reason.

I know I’m a psychic because my underwear says Medium.

I live in my own little world,
But it’s Okay, 

they know me here.

All About Me (I’m worse)
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I never get lost. People are always telling me where to go.

I only understand about  20% of what goes on around here.

I Started out with Nothing!
I have most of it left.

I used to care but now I take a pill for that.

I used to have a handle on life but it broke off

I used to have a lot of friends
until my therapist and medication took them away.

I wish I was an Optimist
but I know it wouldn’t work out

If it wasn’t for airport security, I wouldn’t have a sex life at all.

If you met my family, you’d understand!

Ignore everything I say.
We’ll both be happier that way.

I’m allergic to 
spring water, daylight

and responsiblitiy.

All About Me (I’m worse)
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I’m confused
wait... 

maybe I’m not.

I’m indifferent to the whole apathy thing

I’m not bossy,
I just know what you should be doing

If you met my family, you’d understand!

I’m with Stupid

In my country I’m normal

I’ve never felt better!
(translation: memory loss)

Just be happy I’m not a twin.

Lead me not to temptation
I can find it myself.

Many People Have Eaten My Cooking
& Gone On To Live Normal Lives

Mirror, Mirror on the wall...
What the *&%#! HAPPENED?!?

All About Me (I’m worse)
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My family has some pretty twisted roots.

My IQ test came back negative

My mind works like lightning.
One brilliant flash and it’s gone.

My mom says I must have been a Gifted Child 
because she certainly wouldn’t have paid for me.

My therapist says
I’m getting better!

My therapist thinks
I’m a scream.

My train of thought just derailed

needs supervision

No One Knows The Trouble I’ve Been.

Regrettably all the good paying jobs start before I wake up

All About Me (I’m worse)
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Rich
Famous

Beautiful
Smart
Witty

BREATHING

short people have feelings too.

Someone has to set a bad example

Stick Around
It gets worse.

Talk fast.
My day-pass is almost over.

There’s definitely something wrong with me.

The villagers are coming with torches and pitchforks.
Please hide me.

two out of the three 
voices in my head

say I’m Okay.

Take My Advice - I’m not using it

All About Me (I’m worse)
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All About Me (I’m worse)
You’re Better Off Without Me

WARNING
I do dumb things

Warning
I have gas and I know how to use it.

When you’re right no one remembers
When you’re wrong no one forgets.

Working hard to create
new and exotic fragrances.
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Ah, I see the screw-up fairy was here again.

All STRESSED OUT
with no one to choke!

and your point is...?

Are you a side effect of my medication?

Are you the good witch, or the bad witch?

Been drinking from the FOUNTAIN OF STUPID again, I see...

CAUTION:
I’m busy formulating a withering retort

Be nice to me or I’ll throw you under the bus. And I’m Driving!

Did you eat a bowl of stupid for breakfast?

Do I look like I care?

Do I look like I’m kidding?

Do I look like the complaint department?

Do you make an effort to be an idiot 
or is it just a gift?

I don’t like you
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I don’t like you
Does your face hurt?
Cuz it’s killing me!

Does your little mind
every get lonely

in your big fat head?

Don’t make me 
Poison your Dinner

Don’t start on me...
You won’t win.

Don’t talk about yourself,
we’ll do that after you leave.

Even money says you’re Odd

Ever considered
becoming a mime?

Everyone has the right to be stupid. But you’re abusing the 
privilege.

Every time you open your mouth
...some idiot starts talking.

exactly.
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What Is your
Problem?

Forget a therapist.
What you need is an Exorcist.

God must love stupid people.
He made so many of you.

Go Home,
the trailer park called!

Good Job!
You haven’t done anything stupid in five minutes!

Good Point...
Now Shut Up!

Got my Grump on

Halloween is over.
Why are you still wearing a mask?

Has anyone ever just hauled off and hit you?

Has the Wizard called you
about your missing brain?

I don’t like you
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Have a nice day
somewhere else!

Have A Nice Day!
just leave me out of it.

Here’s a little hint
I DON’T CARE!

Hey! If you need anything... 
Don’t hesitate to ask somebody else.

Hey, You!
Get out of my light

How about a little less talk and a little more
shut-the-hell-up?

How about a steaming hot cup of
shut the heck up!

I am not 
ANTI-SOCIAL

I’m just not 
real friendly.

I am soooo not listening.

I don’t like you
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I believe in making sacrifices
Can I start with you?

 I can only be nice to one person Today!
Today is not your day

Tomorrow doesn’t look good either

I can tell you’re lying - your lips are moving.

I could love somebody like you...
JUST NOT YOU

I didn’t say it was your Fault,
I said I was going to Blame you.

I don’t know what makes you so dumb, 
but it sure is working!

I got a B.S. in college
What’s your excuse?

I have multiple personalities,
and none of them like you.

I hear voices
and they don’t like you

I love you just the way you are...
just don’t get any worse.

I don’t like you
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I may not hear you,
but I probably don’t want to either.

I refuse to have
a battle of wits

with an unarmed 
person!

I see dumb people!
They walk around, like everyone else...
They don’t even know that their dumb!

I see the shock therapy worked on you

I’d agree with you but then we’d both be wrong.

I’d love to help you out!
Which way did you come in?

Idiot proofing is creating a world full of idiots

If aliens are looking for intelligent life,
why are you scared?

If I want your opinion...
I’ll beat it out of you.

I don’t like you
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If I want your opinion...
I’ll ask you to fill out 
the necessary forms.

If I got smart with you
How would you know?

If idiots grew on trees
this place would be an orchard

If you’re happy 
and you know it

Go AWAY!

If your parents got divorced
Would they still be brother and sister?

If things get any worse I’ll have to ask you to stop helping.

I’ll pay for the boat
if you shove off!

I’m Actually Quite Pleasant
Until I’m Awake

I’M BEGGING YOU.
PLEASE SHUT UP!

I don’t like you
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I’m only paid to
 like you until

5:00

I’m so miserable
without you,

It’s like you’re still here!

I’m sorry,
Do you need a happy pill?

I’m sorry, but I don’t know any words small enough for you to 
understand.

I’m sorry, I don’t speak MORON.

I’m sorry. My fault.
I forgot you were an idiot.

I’m with Stupid

It’s hard to show I care
since I don’t

It’s not whether you win or lose...
It’s whether I win or lose.

It was the best of times...
until you showed up

I don’t like you
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It’s not nice to laugh at other people.
It’s Just Fun.

It’s not that I’m mean,
I just don’t like you.

I’ve stopped listening - 
have you stopped talking?

it worries me how
dumb you are.

Jesus loves you,
everyone else thinks you’re a jerk.

Just pretend I’m not here.
That’s what I’m doing.

Keep watching
maybe I’ll do a trick

La La La
I can’t hear you!

La La La

Let me guess...
your parents

I don’t like you
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are cousins.

Let’s skip the insults and get right to your butt kicking

More me.
Less You.

Okay?

My imaginary friend doesn’t like you.

My 
imaginary friend
thinks you have

serious
mental problems.

My voices can beat up Your voices.

Never attribute to malice,
what can be explained by 

stupidity.

No need to yell. I still won’t listen.

No, No, it’s Ok. 
I’m interrupted by morons all the time.

I don’t like you
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Not the brightest
crayon in the box, 

now are we?

Not the sharpest tool
in the shed, 
now are we?

Oh.
It’s you again.

Oh, nuts. You’re going to try to cheer me up, aren’t you?

On Your Mark
Get Set...
Go Away

People like you
are the reason
people like me

need medication

Please go 
Fascinate 

someone else! 

Please shock me by NOT replying

I don’t like you
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Please shower before
entering the gene pool.

STOP IT.
Stupid people make my brain sad

Stupidity is not a crime,
so you’re free to go.

Tell me what you think
and I will tell you why you are wrong!!

The more you disapprove
The more fun it is for me

The only thing cheaper than your Sarcasm is your Perfume

The last thing I want to do is hurt you.
...but it’s still on the list.

there are 3 kinds of people in this world:
Those who are good at math, and those who aren’t.

This is as happy as I get.

This is not facebook and I am not your friend

I don’t like you
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Try to not let your mind wander
(It’s much too small to be outside by itself)

We all have problems
Mine are just more

important than your’s

We have enough youth-
how about a fountain of Smart?

What Am I? 
Flypaper

For Freaks?

What part of MOOOOOAHAAHAHAHAHA Don’t you 
understand?
When I Snap
You’ll be the 

first to go

When I want your opinion I will give it to you.

When I want your opinion I will beat it out of you.

Why be difficult?
A little more effort and you’d really be a complete jerk!

I don’t like you
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I don’t like you
Why be Difficult
with a little effort 

you can be a real stinker!

Yeah, I’ve got the time.
It’s time for YOU to leave

Yeah, you need gum.

Yet, despite the look on my face, you’re still talking

You ought to be in pictures-
at the Post Office

You remind me of someone...
I don’t like them either.

You’d look better with 
duct tape over  your mouth

Your gene pool needs some chlorine

Your girlfriend wants me.

Your mind is open yet shallow

Your Opinion
although interesting is irrelevant
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Your trailer park called
their trash is missing

Your village called
their idiot is missing

You’re Annoying Me.

you’re
starting to make

sense.
...it’s time to up my

medication.

You’re an inspiration
to idiots everywhere

Your lips keep moving
...But all I hear is

“blah, blah, blah...”

I don’t like you
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50 isn’t old...
if you’re a tree.

Age and treachery
will triumph

over youth and skill

Am I getting old or is the supermarket playing great music.

At my age, an “all-nighter” means I didn’t have to get up to go 
to the bathroom.

At my age, “getting a little action” means I don’t have to take 
any fiber today.

At my age
“getting lucky”

is finding my car in the parking lot

At my Age,
Happy Hour is a Nap

By the time I figured it out,
I was too old to remember.

Cleverly disquised as a responsible adult

Eat right, stay fit, die anyway.

Age
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Embarrassing my children: Just one more service I offer.

Growing old is mandatory;
growing up is optional!

I can’t hear you.
Old age has some benefits.

I didn’t imply you were old.
I just asked if you ever met Lincoln.

I haven’t lost my mind 
it’s backed up on a disk
somewhere around here.

I Don’t Want To.
I Don’t Have To.

You Can’t Make Me.
I’m Retired

I’m not bald.
Heavy thinking burned my hair off

I’m not extinct yet

I’m not sure if life is passing me by,
or trying to run me over.

Age
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I’m Retired,
You’re Not - 

Nah-nah-nah-nah-nah...

I’m so far over the hill, I’m climbing up the next one!

I started today with nothing to do and by evening I still only 
had half of it done.

I was tired yesturday.
I am tired today.

Does that mean I am retired?

Grammy Award Winner
Best performance by a Grandmother in a continuing role.

Gray hair is a small price to pay
for this much wisdom.

Looking fifty is great...if you’re sixty.

Maturity is overrated.

Maturity, wisdom, life experience.
I’d trade it all for tight abs

My doctor says
I’m in the early stages of 

FOSSILIZATION

Age
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Age

My hair was voted most likely to recede

  OK. I got over the hill. So what do I win?

Old Age Hasn’t Slowed Me Down.
I Was Always This slow

Old friends are best.
they know everything about you

(but they can’t remember it)

Over the Hill!?!
What Hill?

I didn’t see any hill!

Retirement Plan:
Wake up with nothing to do and

go to bed with only half of it done.

Remember, Old Folks are worth a fortune,
with silver in their hair,

gold in their teeth,
stones in their kidneys,

lead in their feet,
 and gas in their stomachs

Retired. I’ve got nothing to do, and all day to do it.
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Age

So far this is the oldest I’ve ever been.

These days I spend a lot of time thinking about the hereafter.
I go somewhere and then wonder what I’m here after.

Well aged

When we were young we used to go “skinning dipping,” now I 
just go “Chunky Dunk”.

With A York Peppermint Pattie,
I get the sensation..?

Heck, at my age, 
I’m just happy to get

a sensation.

With luck and planning I’ll retire at 149.

With luck and planning I’ll retire when I’m dead!

Yeah I’m old.
But at least I made it.
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Be kind to animals - 
Hug a drummer.

If you march to the beat of a 
different drummer...

you’re probably out of step.
Get with it!!!

[picture of trumpet]
Brassy And Sassy

[picture of Harmonica]
It’s not a Harmonica, It’s a Mouth Harp

[clarinet]
Woodwinds Rule

[picture of Saxophone]
I’ve got Sax Appeal

[picture of drums]
I’ve Got Rhythm

[picture of keyboard]
88 Keys. 10 Fingers. No Problem

Band
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Battle of the Sexes

A woman is like a teabag. You never
know how strong it is until it’s in hot water.

       Eleanor Roosevelt

A woman’s place is in the home
and she should get there right after work.

A woman’s place is in the house,
and the senate.

All men make mistakes
but married men find out about them sooner.

Boys are stupid, throw rocks at them.

Chick with brains

Danger
man with power tools

I only do what the voices in my wife’s head
tell her to tell me to do.

I love being married.
It’s so great to find that one special person

you want to annoy for the rest of life.
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Battle of the Sexes
I Married My Wife 

For Her Looks
but not the ones she’s been giving me lately.

I’m sick of being my wife’s arm candy.

If men are from Mars,
Why don’t they go home?

It’s a girl’s world
and guys just live in it.

Menstral Cramps
Menopause

Mental Anguish
Ever notice how many of our problems begin with Men!

Never, ever, ever, ever test your wife’s memory.

P. M. S.
(purchase more shoes)

Psycho
Girlfriend 
Magnet

Silly Boys.
Trucks are for Girls.
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Still a Princess
right down to my glass sneakers & enchanted sweatpants

The first 50 years of marriage are the hardest

The more I know about men (women)
the more I like my dog!

Silly Boys.
Trucks are for girls.

Still plays with toys
they’re just more expensive

What I love most about him is... is...

What I Say Goes...
unless she says it doesn’t

When a man says somthing
and there is no woman to hear him

is he still wrong?

Yes,
Dear

Battle of the Sexes
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Computer

100% Network availability
 19%  Monday
 21% Tuesday
 24%  Wednesday
 22% Thursday
 14% Friday
 100% available

A bad day using a Mac
is better than a good day using Windows.

an Apple a day keeps WINDOWS away

C:\DOS
C:\DOS\RUN

RUN\DOS\RUN

Computer Wiz (kem.’pyoo-ter wiz) 1: a person who can make 
a computer dance. 2: always in need of more ram. 3: spends hours 

trying to find ways to save time. 4: someone who would rather 
crash their car than their hard drive. 5: not afraid of a mouse. 6: 

often lost in a world of their own

Don’t blame me
It’s a hardware problem

Don’t blame me
It’s a software problem
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Computer

double your drive space,
delete Windows

 Engineer’s Motto
If it isn’t broken,

take it apart and fix it.

Error
Keyboard not detected...

Press F1 to continue

Friends don’t let friends use Windows

geek goddess

Get a life.
Get a Mac.

Have you applied your Windows security patches today?

Help! I’m On-Line and can’t quit!

I may be old, but I’m not technologically obsolete.

Insufficient Memory At This Time

LINUX - for IQ’s greater than 98
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Computer
May the

Source code
Be with you.

Man v1.0, Women v1.1,
Any questions?

My computer beat me at chess,
but I beat it at kick boxing.

My laptop has more memory than I do.

No, I will not fix your computer

SHUT-UP
AND

REBOOT

Software Princess

The box said,
Requires Windows 98 or better.

So I installed Linux.

There are 10 types of people in this world.
Those who understand binary and those who don’t.
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Computer
Upgrade

up•grade (up’grad’) to take out old bugs and put in new ones.

Use the Best
Linux for servers

Macintosh for graphics
Palm for mobility

Windows for solitaire

What we need is a patch for human stupidity

When all else fails -
manipulate the data. 

How did you get past my Spam Filter
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Due to budget cuts
the light at the 

end of the tunnel
has been turned off

It’s not hard to meet expenses
-they’re everywhere-

Just when you think
you can make ends meet,
someone moves the ends.

Money can’t buy happiness,
but it can buy marshmallows

which is kinda the same thing.

My money’s secure
because it belongs to

other people

Finances
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Food
Be kind to the earth,

it’s our only source for chocolate.

Celebrate life
with Ketchup

Cereal Killer

Chocolate.
The cat nip of the female world.

Doughboy

Drink Coffee
Do Stupid Things Faster

With More Energy

Every time I say that dirty word:
“Exercise”

I wash my mouth out with chocolate.

Give me all your chocolate
and no one gets hurt.

He who doesn’t cook
better not complain.
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Food
I eat three servings of vegetables per day

Ketchup, Ketchup & Ketchup

I haven’t had my morning coffee yet,
don’t make me kill you.

I kiss better than I cook.

I’d give up chocolate, but I’m no quitter

I’ll have a 
Cafe-mocha-vodka-valium

to go please!

I’m here for the free lunch

I’m not overweight,
I’m undertall

I’m on the “Eat like there is no tomorrow” diet

I’ve been on a few diets because 
I can’t get enough to eat on one.

Instant Human
just add coffee

ketchup fiend
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King 
Of the All-U-Can Eat Buffet

Let the praise for my cooking begin.

Life is too short
to cook for you people

My Inner Child
Wants Some Chocolate

NOW!

Official Chocolate Taster.
It’s a rough job, but somebody has to do it.

Pizza
It isn’t just for breakfast anymore.

Slave to Sushi

The meaning of life...?
Most studies indicate it’s chocolate.

the problem with Italian Food is:
3 or 4 days later, you’re hungry again.

Food
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Join the Army
Visit exotic places, meet interesting people, then kill them

God Bless the Good Guys

Home of the Free
Because of the Brave

Kill them all,
let God sort them out.

NAVY
for life, liberty

and the pursuit of those who threaten it.

Real Heroes don’t wear capes..
they wear dog tags!

The Marines
When is absolutely, positively, has to be destroyed overnight.

 To err is human,
to forgive divine.

Neither is
Marine Corps policy.

Military
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 Misc.

A Cheap Shot
is a Terrible

Thing to Waste

A Good Lawyer Knows the Law
A Great Lawyer Knows the Judge

Always kiss me goodnight

“Before I tell you why I’m late for work, let me tell you why I 
have to leave early”.

Blood, Sweat & Duct Tape

Bowlers never strike out

Brothers are a gift that God gives you, then laughs.

Catholic School
Survivor

Come to the dark side,
we have cookies

CONTROL
FREAK

Department of Redundancy Department
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 Misc.
Do You Know The Muffin Man?

DON’T STEAL ...the Government Hates Competition

FISHING   Cheaper Than Therapy

Go sell crazy somewhere else. We’re all stocked up here. 

I came. I mowed. I kicked grass

I came. I saw. I accessorized.

I have no idea what I am doing out of bed

I didn’t do It!

I left the Golf Course... FOR THIS?

If I can’t build it, fix it, or mow it, it must not be important.

If it ain’t broke, it can still be Duct Taped

If it works, use it.
If it jams, force it.

If it breaks, it needed replacing anyway.

If the left side of the brain controls the right side of the body,
then only lefthanded people are in their right mind.
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Misc.

I’m a bomb technician.
If you see me running, try to keep up!

I’m with the band.

I’m wracked with guilt over global warming!

It’s all about 
GUITARS

it’s all good!

I’ve seen Elvis. 
He was sitting next to 

Big Foot on the UFO.

Generic Halloween Costume
I am a:

 ❏ Ghost
 ❏ Witch
 ❏ Knight
 ❏ Werewolf

Lefties do it right.

Live for God
Don’t sweat the small stuff

✔
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Misc.

Lowest Common -> Denominator 

Man of many vises, 
and hammers and screwdrivers and pliers and wrenches...

My Health Insurance is killing me!

My next dance teacher
will be normal.

My Other Body is in the shop.

National Sarcasm Society
Like we need your support.

Official Dog Walker
Frequent Stops

Old Army

P.G.A.
Pathetic Golfers Association

Rush Hour 
Road Warrior
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so many books,
so little time.

Still plays with 
Guitars

Still plays with 
Motorcycles

Stop me before 
I volunteer again

Teachers do what lawyers do, only with less pay, more judges 
and a tougher jury.

Things to do today:
1. Get Up
2. Survive

3. Go Back To Bed

This shirt intentionally left blank

Unattended children will be given espresso and a free kitten.

Warning
Biohazard

Warning
I am two

Misc.
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Misc.

What is
the speed 
of dark?

What’s another word for Thesaurus?

When all else fails - 
manipulate the data.

Who are you and why are
you reading my shirt?

Who needs a Therapist?
I have my sister!

Yes, I know they pick on you at school and call you names, but 
you still have to go. You’re The Teacher!

Yo fish, Bite me.

Your 
Ad 

Here
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Ask not for whom the dog barks.
It barks for thee.

Beware: Dog can ‘t hold its licker.

Cat...
the other white meat.

Curiosity killed the cat,
but for awhile

I WAS A SUSPECT.

Dogs think they’re people
Cats think they’re gods.

Don’t make me come out there.
              -Dog

Guinea Pigs...
they’re not just for breakfast anymore.

I hate it when my cat thinks outside the box.

I like cats,
I just can’t eat a whole one by myself.

Pets
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Pets
I love cats,

I think they’re delicious!

If YOU don’t talk to your CAT
 about catnip, who will?

Kids are for people who can’t have cats.

My life is arranged solely for the comfort and convenience of 
my dog... 

No outfit is complete without a few cat hairs

RESCUED is my Favorite Breed

You’re Not the Boss of Me.
My Cat Is.
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Parenting

Having kids is like being pecked to death by a duck.

I am not your mother, you have to pick up after yourself.

I tried to child proof my house,
but they keep getting in.

Grandma - The original Laptop

KIDS.
The gift that keeps on taking

Raising a Teenager is like nailing Jello to a Tree

This is not one of those fancy self cleaning houses.

This is what a really cool grandpa looks like.

We don’t inherit the land from our ancestors. We borrow it 
from our children.
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Sports
It matters not whether you win or lose,

it matters whether I win or lose.

It’s all fun and games until someone loses a tooth.. then it’s 
Hockey!

On a clear night, I can hear the fish laughing.

I’m in no shape to exercise.
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Can We Declare A Snow Day?

Do you know the muffin man?

Doesn’t expecting the unexpected make the unexpected the 
expected?

have you seen my other sock?

Is it really all good?

If psychics are real,
why do they ask your name?

If the speed of light is 983,571.088 ft/sec
What is the speed of dark?

Is it recess time yet?

Is it time for your
 medication or mine?

Is there intelligent life on earth?

Is this town weird
or is it just me?

Whaddaboutit?

Questions of life
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What if the hokey-pokey 
is what it’s all about?

When a tree 
falls in the forest 

do the bushes laugh?

Where are we going
and why am I in this 

hand basket?

Why isn’t phonetic
spelled the way it sounds?

Why is it that on Santa it’s considered Jolly..
But for the rest of us it’s just plain FAT?

Questions of life
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5 out of 4 people 
have a problem
with fractions

A pessimist is an optimist with experience.

A good friend will come and bail you out of jail...
but a true friend will be sitting next to you saying, “Darn...that 

was fun!”

A true friend is one that knows all about you,
but likes you anyway.

A team effort is a lot of people doing what I say.

A true friend walks in when everyone walks out.

Advising a fool is like beating the air with a stick.

Always kiss me goodnight.

Another day in paradise

As I sat alone and melancholy and without a friend,
a voice came out of the gloom saying:

“Cheer up, things could be worse”.
So I cheered up and sure enough,

things got worse.

Statements of life
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At the end of the rainbow, you’ll find an empty box of crayons.

Be the kind of woman that when your feet
hit the floor each morning

the devil says
“Oh Crap, She’s up!”

Being organized is for people too lazy to look for their stuff.

Being a Princess is a demanding job

Better Living Through Denial

Buckle Up,
It makes it harder for the

aliens to snatch you from your car.

Can I trade this job for what’s behind door #2?

Chaos reigns - mission accomplished

Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day 
in your life.

COMMENT LOADING...

Statements of life
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COMPLAIN
to yourself

satisfaction guaranteed

D.A.D.D.
Dads Against Daughters Dating

Danger:
Mouth operates faster than brain

Dare to be AVERAGE at best!

does not play well with others

Does running late count as exercise?

Doesn’t expecting 
the unexpected

make the unexpected
the expected?

Dolor Temporarius, Gloria Aeterna, Cicatrices Virgines Placent
(Pain is Temporary, Glory is Forever, Chicks dig the scars)

Don’t act stupid, we have Politicians for that.

Statements of life
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Don’t judge a book by its movie.

Don’t look back, they may be gaining on you.

Don’t take life so seriously. It isn’t permanent

Drive it like you stole it.

Duct tape is like the Force,
It has a light side, a dark side,

and it holds the universe together.

Dyslexics of the world - Unite!

Errors have been made. Others are to blame

Even if the voices are not real
they have some pretty good ideas

Every Oak Tree Started Out As a Nut that Stood its Ground

Everybody was born right handed. Only the gifted overcome it.

Families are for growing up in, growing away from, and 
returning to.

Follow your dreams!
Except the one where you’re naked in church

Statements of life
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friends don’t let 
friends wear mullets!!

FOR SALE
make offer

God created a few perfect people.
The rest are right handed.

God invented alcohol so the Irish wouldn’t take over the world

Good friends don’t let you do stupid things . . . alone

Good manners obscure your barbarian nature

Good Morning
is a oxymoron.

Guns don’t kill people - 
Dads with pretty daughters do.

Hard work must have
killed someone.

He is happiest, be he king or peasant, who finds peace in his 
home.

     -Goethe

Statements of life
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He that is good at making excuses is seldom good at anything 
else.

         Benjamin Franklin

Hear it let’s for dyslexia

•hukt awn fonics 
wurkt fur mee!

I can fix anything!
where’s the duct tape?

I child proofed my house,
but they keep getting in!

I graduated!
Can I go back to bed now?

I just don’t have time for the nervous breakdown that I 
deserve. 

I know right from wrong...
I just prefer wrong.

I left the Golf Course...
FOR THIS!

I love you more today than yesterday.

Statements of life
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Yesterday you really ticked me off.

I see the light at the end of the tunnel.
I hope it’s the bathroom.

I smell the smelly smell
of something that smells

smelly

I smile because your my sister,
I laugh because there is nothing you can do about it.

I smile because you’re my father,
and I laugh because it’s your own fault.

I think I’d appreciate morning more,
if it started later.

I used to think drinking was bad for me
... so I gave up thinking.

If at first you don’t succeed, destroy all evidence that you tried!

If life gives you melons,
You might be dyslexic.

If only gravity weren’t a law we would have the option of 
floating away.

Statements of life
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If spoiling Grandchildren is Wrong,
I don’t wanna be Right!

If you can’t be with the one you hate...
Hate the one you’re with.

If you can’t rise above it
sink below it

If you choke a smurf, what color will it turn?

If you don’t have something nice to say, a blank stare usually 
gets to the point across.

If you think nobody cares, try missing a few payments.

If your life is free of failures, you’re not taking enough risks.

If you’re not confused around here, you’re just not trying.

If you’re not OUTRAGED, you’re not paying attention

If you’re not part of the solution
then you’re part of the precipitate

If your offended, just remember that it takes 43 muscles to 
frown but it only takes 4 muscles to smack them up side the head.

Statements of life
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If you’re too open minded,
your brain will fall out.

In the event of Emergency
scream bloody murder

In the pasture of life,
don’t be a cowpie.

Isn’t Rise & Shine
An Oxymoron

It IS as bad as you think,
and they ARE out to get you.

It may take 43 muscles to frown and only 17 to smile, but it 
doesn’t take any just to sit there with a dumb look on your face. 

It takes 43 muscles to frown, but only 17 to smile. 

It’s all good

It’s better to have loved & lost
than to have never loved at all

It’s better to have loved & lost
than to live with the Psycho

the rest of your life

Statements of life
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It’s NOT all good

It’s dangerous to be right
when the government is wrong

It’s hard to think straight
with a crooked mind.

I’ve Seen Normal - It Ain’t Pretty

I have seen the future & I’m going back to bed 

from the desk of Toto
“Dear Dorothy:

Hate Oz,
took the shoes,

find your own way home!

Gardening is therapy for a dirty mind.

Got my Grump on!

Guns don’t kill people, Dads with pretty daughters do.

Jesus is coming...Look busy.

Just build a bridge
and get over it.

Statements of life
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Just researching my novel

Life has no blessing like a loving friend.

Life hasn’t been the same since
that house fell in my sister

Life is not a journey to the grave with the intention of arriving 
safely in a pretty & well preserved body. but rather to skid in 

broadside, totally worn out & proclaiming,
“WOW, what a RIDE!”

Life is short. Break some rules.

Live Well
Love Much

Laugh Often.

log•ic (loj’ik), n. 1. the art of being wrong with confidence.

Luck of the Irish?
It’s all skill!

Make it Idiot Proof and Someone Will Make a Better Idiot.

Many people have photographic memory.
some just don’t have any film!

Statements of life
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Marriage is an empty box. It remains empty unless you put in 
more than you take out.

Mary had a little lamb...
with mint jelly.

Math illiteracy affects
7 out of every 5 people.

Men’s natures are all alike; it is their habits that set them apart.

Mess with the best,
go down with the rest.

Mirror, Mirror on the wall,
What the @#$% happened?

Mom is always right so get used to it

Never be afriad to try something new.
 Remember, amateurs built the ark.

Professionals built the Titanic. No boy is worth crying over.
And the one who is won’t make you cry.

No sense in being pessimistic... it wouldn’t work anyway.

Statements of life
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Nobody can hurt you like family

Nobody ever had a bumper sticker that said,
“I’d rather be WORKING”.

Obey gravity
It’s the law!

One man with courage is a majority.

Organized People are just too lazy to look for things

Out of insanity comes brilliance.
(or was it the other way around)

Please don’t drink and derive
Alcohol and calculus don’t mix

Please shower before entering the gene pool

Politicians & Diapers need to be change often
and for the same reason

PRAYER  The world’s greatest wireless connection

Real generosity is doing something nice for someone who’ll 
never find it out.

Statements of life
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Remember,
half the people you know

are below average

• ROCK IS DEAD • 
Long live paper and scissors

Save Trees:
Don’t do homework!

Short People have Feelings, too.

Shoot for the moon
Even if you miss, you’ll land amoung the stars.

Slackers Unite!
Tomorrow

Same Nightmare
Different Day

Some days, it’s not even worth chewing through the restraints

Shut up!
I’m watching the game

So This Isn’t Home Sweet Home, ...ADJUST!

Statements of life
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Some days you’re the bug.
Other days you’re the windshield

Some days you’re the dog.
Other days you’re the hydrant

Some Lead.
Some follow.

I Laugh.

Some people are like Slinkies...
they’re really good for nothing 

...but they still bring a smile to your face when 
you push them down a flight of stairs!

Some people who think they
are dreamers are just sleepers.

Sometimes I wonder...
“Why is that frisbee getting bigger?”

.. and then it hits me.

Start each day with a smile and get out of the way.

Stress is when you wake up screaming and then you realize 
you haven’t fallen asleep yet.

Statements of life
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Statements of life
Stress

when the mind overides
the body’s natural desire

to choke someone
who desperately deserves it.

Tell me how again how lucky I am to work here.
I keep forgetting

Tell me, where is this
bright side

that you speak of?

Temper is a funny thing - it spoils children, ruins men and 
strengthens steel.

The difference between Genuis and Stupidity
Is That Genius has it’s limits.

The man with the fiery temper never sets the world on fire.

The man with imagination is never alone.

The secret of happiness is not found in doing what you like, 
but in liking what you do.

There can’t be a crisis today
my schedule is already full.
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Statements of life
There is no right way to do a wrong thing.

They say I have A.D.D.
but they just don’t understand.

Oh Look! A chicken!

Things To Do Today:
1. Get Up
2. Survive

3. Back To Bed

This is all a cruel joke.

To err is human,
to blame it on someone else

shows management potential.

To forgive heals the wound, to forget heals the scar.

To teach is to learn again.

Top 10 Reasons to Procrastinate
1.

Trouble almost always starts out being fun.

VEGETARIAN (vej’eter’ean) n:
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Statements of life
Old Indian Word for

Bad Hunter

We are born naked, wet, and hungry.
Then things get worse.

We do not see things as they are.
We see things as we are.

We find comfort among those who agree with us-
growth among those who don’t.

Well behaved women
rarely make history.

Whatever it is, I didn’t do it.

When all else fails
shred the evidence.

When Life hands you lemons,
Make lemonade.

When Life hands you lemons, 
Squeeze it in someone’s eye and haul tail!
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When you ask a favor of an friend,
they check their calendar to see if they can help.

A true friend doesn’t bother to check their calendar.

  Warning:
Product of a very normal childhood.

We judge ourselves by what we are capable of doing;
others judge us by what we have already done.

What about ME?

Where there’s a will,
there’s relatives

Why can’t negative numbers be more positive?

Why do people with
Closed Minds

Always open their
Mouths?

Wisdom is to know what is best worth knowing
and to do what is best worth doing.

Work For God.
the retirement benefits are great.

Statements of life
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You can  complain because the rosebushes have thorns...
or you can rejoice because the thorns have roses.

You can’t handle the TRUTH

You can’t scare me - I have a two year old.

You have to kiss a lot of frogs 
before you realize they’re all frogs.

You never see a motorcycle
parked outside of a psychiatrist’s office

You will always be my best friend.
You know too much.

Statements of life
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Parking Lots

NURSE
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
NEEDLED

POLICE OFFICER
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
CUFFED

TEACHER
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
FLUNKED

PILOT
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
GROUNDED

DENTIST
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
EXTRACTED

LAWYER
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
SUED

PLUMBER
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
FLUSHED

FIREFIGHTER
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
DRENCHED

HAIRSTYLIST
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
TEASED

POSTAL WORKER
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
STAMPED

SNOWBOARDER
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
SHREDDED

SKATEBOARDER
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
RAILED
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Parking Lots

SOCCER FAN
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
KICKED

WRESTLING FAN
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
PINNED

BASEBALL FAN
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
HIT

HOCKEY FAN
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
CHECKED

FISHERMAN
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
HOOKED

VOLLEYBALL FAN
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
SPIKED

FOOTBALL FAN
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
TACKLED

BOWLING FAN
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
STRIKED

BASKETBALL  FAN
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
DUNKED

GOLFER FAN
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
SLICED

TENNIS FAN
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
BACKHANDED

SOFTBALL FAN
PARKING

ONLY
ALL OTHERS

WILL BE 
SMACKED
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